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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Build sophisticated web applications by mastering
the art of Object-Oriented Javascript About This Book * Learn popular Object-Oriented
programming (OOP) principles and design patterns to build robust apps * Implement ObjectOriented concepts in a wide range of frontend architectures * Capture objects from real-world
elements and create object-oriented code that represents them * Learn the latest ES6 features and
how to test and debug issues with JavaScript code using various modern mechanisms Who This
Book Is For JavaScript developers looking to enhance their web developments skills by learning
object-oriented programming. What You Will Learn * Get acquainted with the basics of JavaScript
language constructs along with object-oriented programming and its application. * Learn to build
scalable server application in JavaScript using Node.js * Generate instances in three programming
languages: Python, JavaScript, and C# * Work with a combination of access modifiers, prefixes,
properties, fields, attributes, and local variables to encapsulate and hide data * Master DOM
manipulation, cross-browser strategies, and ES6 * Identify and apply the most common design
patterns such as Singleton, Factory, Observer, Model-View-Controller, and Mediator Patterns *...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through publication. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way
and it is just right after i finished reading this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski
This publication can be really worth a go through, and superior to other. It is amongst the most amazing publication we have go through. You wont feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for about when you request me).
-- Ms. Elda Scha den MD
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